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Abstract—Distributed storage systems store redundant data to
tolerate failures of storage nodes and lost data should be repaired
when storage nodes fail. A class of MDS codes, called minimumstorage regenerating (MSR) codes, has been designed to optimize bandwidth consumption when repairing one single failure.
Compared with repairing failures individually, the cooperative
repair of multiple failures can help to further save bandwidth
consumption when multiple failures are being repaired. In
this paper, we present a new construction of minimum-storage
cooperative regenerating (MSCR) codes that repair two failures
cooperatively and exactly. We show that given a valid instance of
linear exact MSR codes, we are able to construct a corresponding
repair procedure to repair any two failures cooperatively with
optimal bandwidth consumption, i.e., to construct an instance of
exact MSCR codes directly from exact MSR codes. With this
connection, we are also able to repair any single failure exactly
with MSCR codes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed storage systems, e.g., HDFS [1] and Windows
Azure Storage [2], rely on spreading data into a large number
of storage nodes that are composed from commodity hardware,
to provide large-scale storage services. However, storage nodes
are subject to failures, due to the large number and commodity
nature of disk drives. Thus, a certain amount of redundant
data should also be stored in the system. Once the data stored
in some storage nodes become unavailable, they can still be
fetched from the storage nodes that store the redundant data.
Conventionally, distributed storage systems use replications
to produce the redundant data. For example, all data in HDFS
are stored with three replicas by default. However, due to the
large storage consumption of exact replicas, there is a trend
for distributed storage systems to migrate from replications
to erasure coding [3], [4]. Among families of erasure codes,
maximum distance separable (MDS) codes achieve the optimal
storage efficiency by generating coded blocks whose size is
1
k of the original data and meanwhile achieving the [n, k]
recoverability property, such that any k among a total of
n coded blocks can recover the original data. For example,
Facebook uses [14, 10] Reed-Solomon codes [5], a classical
family of MDS codes, to store non-fresh data [4], [6], saving
65% of the storage space when tolerating the same number of
node failures, as compared to replication.
Once a storage node fails, it should be replaced by a new
storage node, called a newcomer. A newcomer downloads data
from existing storage nodes to repair the lost data. The amount
of downloaded data, called repair bandwidth, is an important

performance metrics of erasure codes. The repair bandwidth
of some traditional MDS codes such as Reed-Solomon codes
is at least the size of k blocks, i.e., the size of the original
data, even if only one coded block is to be repaired. However,
Dimakis et al. [7] have shown that the repair bandwidth can be
approximately the size of just one coded block, and established
an optimal tradeoff between the storage, i.e., the size of the
coded block, and the repair bandwidth for any single-loss
repair. This tradeoff can be achieved by a family of erasure
codes called regenerating codes, while still maintaining the
recoverability property.
Moreover, it is a common case to have multiple failures
to repair at the same time in large-scale distributed storage
systems [4]. Some distributed storage systems, such as Total
Recall [8], even deliberately repair multiple failures in batches
to avoid unnecessary repairs incurred by temporary node
failures. If multiple newcomers can cooperate, they will enjoy
a better repair bandwidth than that without cooperation [9].
The family of codes that achieve the optimal tradeoff between
the storage and the repair bandwidth in cooperative repair with
multiple newcomers are thus called cooperative regenerating
codes [10], which also maintain the recoverability property.
Obviously, regenerating codes defined in the single-newcomer
repair can be regarded as a special case of cooperative regenerating codes with only one newcomer.
In the tradeoff between the storage and the repair bandwidth,
there are two extreme points of special interest: minimumstorage cooperative regenerating (MSCR) codes and minimumbandwidth cooperative regenerating (MBCR) codes. When
there is only one newcomer during repair, the corresponding
families of cooperative regenerating codes are specifically
termed as MSR and MBR codes as well. Though MBCR
codes achieve the minimum repair bandwidth, they sacrifice
the storage efficiency since each coded block contains more
than k1 of the original data, while MSCR codes belong to the
family of MDS codes by achieving both the optimal storage
efficiency and the recoverability property.
Compared to just maintaining the recoverability property,
it is more desirable to have exact cooperative regenerating
codes such that any coded block can be repaired exactly,
making it very convenient to let the corresponding codes to be
systematic, so that the original data can be embedded explicitly
in coded blocks. Suppose that the constructed codes support
[n, k] recoverability property and t newcomers download data
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from d storage nodes during repair (n d+t, d k). Wang et
al. [11] have proposed an explicit construction of exact MBCR
codes over all possible values of parameters [n, k, d, t]. However, efficiency as MDS codes, there are only a few explicit
constructions of exact MSCR codes with specific values of
some parameters, e.g., [n, k, d 2k 2, t = 1] (i.e., [n, k, d
2k 2] MSR codes) [12] and [n, k, d = k, t 1] [10].
On the other hand, all constructions of cooperative regenerating codes are designed for particular values of parameters, such that once coded blocks are generated they must
be repaired with a specified number of storage nodes and
newcomers. For example, to repair a coded block generated by
[n = 6, k = 3, d = 5] MSR codes, the newcomer must connect
to all remaining five storage nodes. Once two coded blocks
are not available, they can not be repaired with the repair
bandwidth of the corresponding MSCR codes, since now there
are only four storage nodes remaining, even though they are
still sufficient to recover the original data. As for cooperative
regenerating codes with t > 1, the repair procedure can occur
when there are at least t node failures, and thus the storage
system has no way to perform emergent repairs with fewer
than t newcomers with the corresponding repair bandwidth.
In this paper, we discuss the construction of exact minimumstorage cooperative regenerating codes for all possible values
of n, k, d, with one or two newcomers (i.e., t = 1 or 2). We
show that when d 1 k we can build [n, k, d 1, 2] exact
MSCR codes directly from [n, k, d] exact MSR codes, and
vice versa. Based on this connection, we can either repair one
failure from any d storage nodes or repair two newcomers
cooperatively from any d 1 storage nodes. Thus even though
two of coded blocks generated by [6, 3, 5] MSR codes are lost,
we can still repair them with the four remaining storage nodes
by the repair procedure of the corresponding [6, 3, 4, 2] MSCR
codes, and both of these two repair procedures achieve the
repair bandwidth of corresponding MSCR codes. In addition,
we are able to show that there exists no linear scalar exact
[n, k, d, t = 2] MSCR codes if d < 2k 4 and k > 3.
II. A N I LLUSTRATIVE E XAMPLE :
C ONNECTION BETWEEN MSR C ODES AND MSCR C ODES
In this section, we give an example of the connection
between MSR codes and MSCR codes. Suppose that a file
contains four segments A1 , A2 , B1 and B2 , and the data in
each segment can be regarded as a vector of symbols over a
finite field. In this example, we take F8 as the finite field, and
use the exact [4, 2, 3] MSR codes constructed in [13]. Thus,
coded data are distributed to a total of four storage nodes. As
shown in Fig. 1, each storage node stores one block containing
two coded segments that are linear combinations of the four
original segments, and it is easy to see that any two of them
can recover the four original segments.
Since d = 3 in this example, a newcomer needs to download
data from all the three remaining storage nodes, termed
as providers during repair, when one storage node fails to
work. Compared to traditional erasure codes that require the
newcomer to download all data of providers, MSR codes only
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Fig. 1. An instance of exact [4, 2, 3] MSR codes and two individual repair
procedures of two different node failures.

require to download a portion of data stored in each provider.
In this example, the newcomer downloads only half of the
data, i.e., one coded segments, from each provider and then
reconstructs the lost data.
Suppose that A1 and A2 become not accessible. As shown in
Fig. 1(a), the newcomer downloads B1 +B2 , A1 +2A2 +B1 +
B2 and 2A1 +A2 +B1 +B2 from three providers, respectively.
Since three downloaded segments all contain B1 +B2 , we can
subtract B1 + B2 from A1 + 2A2 + B1 + B2 and 2A1 + A2 +
B1 + B2 , and then reconstruct A1 and A2 . Fig. 1(b) shows the
procedure to repair B1 and B2 , and the coded segments stored
in the other two storage nodes can be repaired similarly.
When two nodes fail, we can no longer repair the lost data
of each node by downloading three coded segments, since
the [4, 2, 3] MSR codes ask the newcomer to download data
from three different providers. The only way to repair each
individual newcomer is to let each newcomer download all
four segments from the two remaining storage nodes, incurring
additional repair bandwidth of one more segment than the
repair procedures shown in Fig. 1.
In this paper, we will show that we can actually repair
any two node failures in any instance of [n, k, d] MSR codes
cooperatively and exactly. In the cooperative repair procedure,
multiple newcomers cooperate by exchanging data they have
received from providers. Fig. 2 illustrates how we can cooperatively repair two newcomers, which receive data from two
providers. We can see that each newcomer receives the same
data just as what they receive in the individual repair. Since
now there are only two providers, the two newcomers can not
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Fig. 2. The cooperative repair procedure of two node failures in the instance
of exact [4, 2, 3] MSR codes in Fig. 1.

recover the data of the corresponding failed node. However,
the one additional segment that each newcomer needs can
actually be obtained from the other newcomer. For example,
in Fig. 2, the second newcomer can send 3B1 + 3B2 as a
linear combination of its two received symbols (as 2 + 2 = 0
on F8 ) to the first newcomer, and thus the first newcomer
can still recover A1 and A2 by subtracting B1 + B2 from
received symbols. Similarly, the first newcomer can also send
a linear combination of the two segments it has received (i.e.,
3A1 + 3A2 ) to the second newcomer, such that the second
newcomer can recover B1 and B2 . We will present how to
derive the segments the newcomers exchange in this paper.
In this way, we construct the exact repair procedure of each
pair of two storage nodes of an instance of exact [4, 2, 3] MSR
codes. In other words, we have constructed an instance of
exact [4, 2, 2, 2] MSCR codes directly from MSR codes. As a
matter of fact, this instance of [4, 2, 2, 2] MSCR codes happens
to coincide with the instance given in [10]. In this paper, we
will show that this result can actually be generally applied
to all instances of linear scalar exact MSR codes. From this
connection, we are also able to repair any single node failure
exactly in [n, k, d, t = 2] exact MSCR code.
III. R ELATED W ORK

(MSR) codes and minimum-bandwidth regenerating (MBR)
codes, respectively. The storage ↵ and the repair
⇣ bandwidth ⌘
of MSR and MBR codes are (↵MSR , MSR ) = M
, Md
⇣
⌘ k k(d k+1)
d
d
and (↵MBR , MBR ) = k(2d2Mk+1)
, k(2d2Mk+1)
, respectively.
Obviously, the repair bandwidth of both MBR and MSR codes
goes to M
k symbols if d ! 1, which is the size of the coded
block in MSR codes.
The constructions of MSR and MBR codes have attracted
a lot of attention. In the constructions of regenerating codes,
there are two modes of repair that can be implemented in
terms of the repaired data: the functional repair and the exact
repair. Compared with the functional repair (e.g.,[14], [15])
which does not repair the lost data exactly but only preserves
the recoverability property, the exact repair can exactly repair
the lost data and thus it allows regenerating codes to be
systematic, i.e., the original data are contained explicitly in
coded blocks. Systematic codes can significantly reduce the
overhead of data access as no decoding operations are needed.
Thus, exact regenerating codes that support the exact repair is
more favored by distributed storage systems.
As for the exact repair, Rashmi et al. [12] have first proposed a product-matrix framework which provides an explicit
construction of exact [n, k, d] MBR codes for any feasible
values of n, k, d (k  d < n). The construction of exact
MSR codes is more complicated. By using the product-matrix
framework, exact [n, k, d] MSR codes can be constructed when
d
2k 2. It has been shown that for all [n, k, d], exact
MSR codes can be asymptotically constructed with the symbol
extension [16], such that the repair bandwidth of MSR codes
can be achieved asymptotically by dividing each segment in
Fig. 1 into arbitrarily small segments. Due to the symbol
extension, the constructed MSR codes are not scalar and thus
not practical to implement. However, it has been proved that
no linear scalar exact MSR codes exist if d < 2k 3 and
k > 3 [17]. Moreover, Shah et al. [18] have shown that no
exact regenerating codes exist that achieve interior points in
the storage-bandwidth tradeoff.
B. Cooperative regenerating codes

A. Regenerating codes
Suppose that each of n storage node stores a coded block
of size ↵ symbols over a finite field Fq while the original
file contains M symbols, and the n coded blocks achieve
the [n, k] recoverability property such that any k among
them can recover the original data. Once one storage node
fails, a newcomer downloads
symbols from each of d
providers (d k), and thus the repair bandwidth equals d
symbols. The concept of regenerating codes was first proposed
by Dimakis et al. [7], which achieves the minimum repair
bandwidth for fixed n, k, d and ↵, while maintaining the [n, k]
recoverability property.
In the family of regenerating codes, the storage ↵ and the
repair bandwidth can not be minimized simultaneously, i.e.,
there is a tradeoff between ↵ and . The two extreme points
in the tradeoff are termed as minimum-storage regenerating

The original storage-bandwidth tradeoff that defines the
family of regenerating codes is derived under the assumption
that repairs are considered individually, i.e., node failures are
repaired one by one in different rounds of repairs. However,
Hu et al. [9] have first found that the repair bandwidth can have
a better lower bound with multiple newcomers that cooperate
with each other w.r.t. the storage ↵ (for fixed n, k, d and
the number of newcomers). Shum [10] and Kermarrec et
al. [19] have independently identified the storage-bandwidth
tradeoff with multiple cooperative newcomers during repair
and the erasure codes achieving such repair bandwidth in
this tradeoff are termed as cooperative regenerating codes.
Supposing that there are t newcomers during repair, the
storage ↵ and the repair bandwidth
per newcomer of
minimum-storage cooperative regenerating (MSCR) codes and
minimum-bandwidth cooperative regenerating (MBCR) codes
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M d+t 1
are (↵MSCR , MSCR ) = ( M
k , k · d+t k ) and (↵MBCR , MBCR =
M
2d+t 1 M
2d+t 1
( k · 2d+t k , k · 2d+t k ), respectively. In this sense, regenerating codes can be regarded as a special case of cooperative
regenerating codes with t = 1.
Wang et al. [11] have proposed an explicit construction
of [n, k, d, t] exact MBCR codes for all feasible values of
n, k, d, and t. However, there exist only a few constructions of
exact MSCR codes for particular values of some parameters.
For example, Shum et al. [10] proposed an construction of
exact MSCR codes when d = k. If k = 2, Le Scouarnec [20]
showed another construction of exact MSCR codes. Recently,
Chen and Shum [21] presented an construction of [n =
2k, k, d = 2k 2, t = 2] MSCR codes built from an particular
construction of MSR codes. In this paper, we go a much
further step by establishing a fundamental connection between
exact MSR codes and exact MSCR codes for any linear scalar
constructions.

IV. D EFINITIONS
Suppose that the original data has M symbols over a
finite field Fq of size q and coded blocks are constructed
over this finite field as well. We want to maintain the [n, k]
recoverability property, such that there are n coded blocks in
total and any k of them can be used to recover the original
data. Each coded block has ↵ symbols, such that k↵ M .
Minimum-Storage Regenerating (MSR) codes and
Minimum-Storage Cooperative Regenerating (MSCR) codes
are both derived from the minimum-storage point in the
storage-bandwidth tradeoff [7], by taking the storage ↵ to the
theoretical minimum, i.e., ↵ = M
k .
A. Minimum-storage regenerating (MSR) codes
We define the coding schemes of exact MSR codes first.
d
As for MSR codes, = k(dMk+1)
, i.e. the newcomer needs to
download symbols from each of d providers, d k. If we
have [n, k, d] MSR codes with parameters (M, ↵ = M
=
k ,
Md
),
we
can
easily
construct
[n,
k,
d]
MSR
codes
with
k(d k+1)
parameters ( M, ↵, ) by dividing the M symbols in
the original data into
groups of M symbols, where
is
a positive integer. If there exists a construction of MSR codes
such that = 1, the corresponding MSR codes is termed as
scalar MSR codes. When d < 2k 3 and k > 3, there exists
no linear scalar construction of exact MSR codes [17]. We
consider the linear scalar construction only in this paper, and
thus suppose that = 1 for simplicity.
When
= 1, we can get that M = k(d k + 1) and
↵ = d k + 1. In other words, the original data contain
k(d k + 1) symbols over Fq . We use M = (m1 , . . . , mM )T
to denote the M symbols of the original data. Each coded
block can be generated by a ((d k + 1) ⇥ M ) generating
matrix i such that ci = i M. Without loss of generality,
we suppose that ci is stored in the i-th storage node, i =
1, . . . , n. To achieve the [n, k] recoverability property,
for1any
0
k-subset S = {s1 , . . . , sk } of {1, . . . , n},

S

B
=@

s1

..
.

sk

C
A is

invertible, i.e., M can be recovered by solving the following
linear system:
0
1
cs1
B . C
S · M = @ .. A .
csk

For example, Fig. 1 illustrates an instance of [4, 2, 3]
MSR codes. Suppose that the original message contains four symbols as A1 , A2 , B1 and B2 , i.e., M =
T
A1 A2 B1 B2
. Thus the✓ generating matrices
of
◆
1 0 0 0
the four coded blocks are 1 =
, 2 =
0 1 ◆
0 0
✓
◆
✓
0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
, 3 =
, and 4 =
0
0
0
1
0 2 0 1
✓
◆
2 0 1 0
.
0 1 0 1
Suppose that the i-th coded block ci becomes not available,
1  i  n. To repair ci , the newcomer downloads data
from d providers P = {p1 , . . . , pd }, which is a d-subset of
{1, . . . , n} \ {i}. The provider pj sends a linear combination
of its data, i.e., TP,i (pj ) · cpj , to the newcomer where P,i (pj )
is a ((d k + 1) ⇥ 1) vector over Fq and the superscript T
denotes the transpose. In P,i (pj ), the superscript represents
the procedure that repairs ci from providers in P and the parameter pj represents that this is a vector of linear combination
coefficients of provider pj . In this way, each provider sends
one symbol over Fq to the newcomer.
In this paper, we define an operator d to represent an
operation of two matrices. Suppose that A and B are both
matrices that can be equally partitioned into d row groups,
i.e.,
0
1
0
1
A1
B1
B
C
B
C
A = @ ... A , and B = @ ... A .
Ad

Then we define A

d

Bd

B as

0

1
A1 B1
B
C
..
A dB=@
A.
.
Ad Bd

In this sense, the operator d can be regarded as a blockwise
extension of the Hadamard product. Specifically, A d B =
A · B when d 0
= 1.T
1
0
1
p1
P,i (p1 )
B
C
B . C
..
Let ⇤P,i = @
A and P = @ .. A. The data
.
T
pd
P,i (pd )
that the newcomer received from providers can be represented
as (⇤P,i d P )M. The newcomer needs to encode the received
data with a d ⇥ (d k + 1) matrix P,i to repair ci exactly,
T
such that ci = P,i
(⇤P,i d P )M, i.e.,
i

=

T
P,i (⇤P,i

d

P ).

(1)

In this sense, we also use i in this paper to represent ci
during repair.
Given a linear scalar instance of exact [n, k, d] MSR codes
with generating matrices i , i = 1, . . . , n, there exists
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(⇤P,i , P,i ) such that (1) holds, 8i 2 {1, . . . , n} and 8 dsubset P ⇢ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}.
Fig. 1(a) shows the procedure to repair 1 of the corresponding instance of [4, 2, 3] exact 0
MSR codes,
1 i.e., i = 1
1 1
and P2 = {2, 3, 4}. Then ⇤P2 ,1 = @ 1 1 A and P2 ,1 =
1 1
0
1
6 6
@ 2 4 A. Then we can validate that (1) holds for this
4 2
example. Notice again that all linear operations are over F8 and
the primitive polynomial we use in this example is x3 + x + 1.
B. Minimum-storage cooperative regenerating (MSCR) codes
Assume that we have d providers and t newcomers during
repair where d
k, and t
1. In the cooperative repair
procedure, the newcomer first downloads 1 symbols from
each provider and then receives 2 symbols from each of other
t 1 newcomers. As for MSCR codes, 1 = 2 = k(d Mk+t) .
Therefore, the repair bandwidth of MSCR codes per newcomer
(d 1+t)
is M
k(d k+t) symbols. Once again, we can regard MSCR codes
as an extension of MSR codes for t
1. When t = 1,
the newcomer needs to receive data from providers only, as
there is no other newcomer, and the repair bandwidth for this
newcomer is exactly the repair bandwidth of MSR codes.
Like MSR codes, we discuss the linear scalar construction of
[n, k, d, t] exact MSCR codes. Thus, we still let 1 = 2 = 1
for simplicity, and then we get that M = k(d k + t) and
↵ = d k+t. Similar to the coding scheme of MSR codes, we
let M = (m1 , . . . , mM )T to represent the original data. Each
coded block is generated by a (d k+t)⇥M generating matrix
i such that ci = i M, i = 1, . . . , n. For any k-subset S of
{1, . . . , n}, S is invertible, such that the [n, k] recoverability
property is achieved. Obviously, an instance of [n, k, d0 ] MSR
codes can coincide with an instance of [n, k, d, t] MSCR codes,
if d0 = d + t, as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
We suppose that cl1 , . . . , clt are not available, where L =
{l1 , . . . , lt } is a t-subset of {1, . . . , n}. Without loss of generality, we let the newcomer li repair cli , i = 1, . . . , t. Besides,
there are d providers p1 , . . . , pd selected from n t existing
nodes, i.e., P ⇢ {1, . . . , n} \ L where P = {p1 , . . . , pd }.
The provider pj sends TP,L (pj , li ) · cpj to the newcomer li ,
i = 1, . . . , t, j = 1, . . . , d. P,L (pj , li ) is a ((d k + t) ⇥ 1)
vector over Fq , where the superscript denotes the procedure to
repair newcomers in L with providers in P and its parameters
mean that this is the vector of linear combination coefficients
of the symbol that pj sends to li . Therefore, the newcomer li
can get d symbols from all providers, i.e., TP,L (pj , li ) · cpj ,
j = 1, . . . , d.
Then the newcomer li sends a linear combination of received symbols to each of other newcomers with coefficients
⇡P,L (li , lh ),01  i  t,1 1  h  t, i 6= h. Let
T
P,L (p1 , li )
B
C
..
⇤P,L (li ) = @
A, which contains all coefficients
.
T
P,L (pd , li )
of symbols that the newcomer li receives from providers. Since

T
T
P,L (pj , li ) · cpj = P,L (pj , li ) ·
T
⇡P,L (li , lh )(⇤P,L (li ) d P )M

pj M, the newcomer li sends
to the newcomer lh , where
⇡P,L (li , lh ) is a d ⇥ 1 vector on Fq , h 2 {1, . . . , t} \ {i}. In
return, the newcomer li also receives symbols from other newT
comers, i.e., ⇡P,L
(lh , li )(⇤P,L (lh ) d P )M, h 2 {1, . . . , t} \
{i}.
0
1
T
⇡P,L
(l1 , li )
..
B
C
B
C
.
B T
C
B ⇡P,L (li 1 , li ) C
C
Let ⇧P,L (li ) = B
B ⇡ T (li+1 , li ) C, and P,L (li ) =
C
B P,L
B
C
.
.
@
A
.

0

1

T
⇡P,L
(lt , li )

⇤P,L (l1 ) d P
B
C
..
B
C
.
B
C
B ⇤P,L (li 1 ) d P C
B
C
B ⇤P,L (li+1 ) d P C. With the d symbols received from
B
C
B
C
..
@
A
.
⇤P,L (lt ) d P
providers and t 1 symbols received from other newcomers, the ✓newcomer li can repair ci ◆
exactly by computing
(⇤
(l
)
)M
P,L
i
d
P
T
, where P,L (li ) are
P,L (li )
(⇧P,L (li ) t 1 P,L (li )M
(d
1+
k + t) matrix ◆
on Fq . Hence, cli =
✓ t) ⇥ (d
(⇤P,L (li ) d P )M
T
, i.e.,
P,L (li )
(⇧P,L (li ) t 1 P,L (li )M
✓
◆
⇤P0 ,L (li ) d P
T
=
(l
)
.
(2)
li
P0 ,L i
⇧P0 ,L (li ) t 1 P,L (li )
Given a linear scalar instance of [n, k, d, t] exact MSCR
codes with generating matrices i , i = 1, . . . , n, there exists
(⇤P,L (li ), ⇧P,L (li ), P,L (li )) for all i 2 {1, . . . , t}, 8 t-subset
L ⇢ {1, . . . , n}, 8 d-subset P ⇢ {1, . . . , n} \ L, such that (2)
holds.
From the instance of [4, 2, 2, 2] exact MSCR codes shown
in Fig. 1(b), we can get a repair procedure with L = {1, 2}
and P0 = {3, 4}, such that
✓
◆
✓
◆
1 1
2 1
⇤P0 ,L (1) =
, ⇤P0 ,L (2) =
,
1 1
1 2
⇧P0 ,L (1) = 6 6 , ⇧P0 ,L (2) =
0
1
0
2 4
@ 4 2 A , and P0 ,L (2) = @
P0 ,L (1) =
6 6

6

6

4
2
7

2
4 A.
7

,
1

We
will
show
that
the
corresponding
(⇤P0 ,L (i), ⇧P0 ,L (i), P0 ,L (i)), i = 1, 2, can be derived
from the instance of [4, 2, 3] MSR codes in Fig. 1(a), and
vice versa.
Our definitions of exact MSR codes and exact MSCR codes
can cover all scalar constructions so far, as they are all linear
codes. Even though some constructions, such as the ProductMatrix construction [12], has different representations, it is
easy to see that they can be transferred equivalently into our
definitions, as long as the coded blocks are linear combinations
of the original data over the finite field.
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V. C ONSTRUCTING MSCR CODES FROM MSR CODES
In this paper, we will show the connection between exact
MSR codes and exact MSCR codes. Our intuition comes from
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, where two instances of MSR codes and
MSCR codes have the same coding instance but different
repair procedures. Hence, we suppose that from an instance
and its repair procedure of MSR codes or MSCR codes, we
can derive the repair procedure of the other family of codes
with the same instance. In this section, we discuss one side
of this connection, constructing exact MSCR codes from an
instance of exact MSR codes.
Given an instance of [n, k, d] exact MSR codes (n > d k),
i.e., i , i = 1, . . . , n, the repair procedure of any coded block
ci = i M can be determined by (⇤P,i , P,i ) such that (1)
holds, for any d-subset P ⇢ {1, . . . , n}\{i}. Now suppose that
we have an instance of [n, k, d 1, t = 2] MSCR codes with
the same generating matrices i , i = 1, . . . , n. Since there
must be at least k providers in a cooperative repair procedure,
d must be no less than k + 1.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the set of
newcomers contains two nodes, i.e., L = {l1 , l2 }, 1 
l1 < l2  n. To repair l1 and l2 exactly with d
1 providers in P0 = {p1 , . . . , pd 1 }, we need to derive
(⇤P0 ,L (li ), ⇧P0 ,L (li ), P0 ,L (li )), i = 1, 2, such that (2) holds.
Let P2 = P0 [ {l2 }. The corresponding instance of MSR
codes can repair l1 exactly with providers in P2 , i.e.,
l1

=
=

T
P2 ,l1 (⇤P2 ,l1

✓

d P2 )
◆T ✓✓
◆
⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 )
P2 ,l1 (P0 )
·
T
P2 ,l1 (l2 )
P2 ,l1 (l2 )

d

✓

◆◆

P0
l2

,

where P2 ,l1 (P0 ) and ⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 ) denotes the rows in P2 ,l1
and ⇤P2 ,l1 that correspond to symbols received from P0 ,
respectively.
Since A 1 B = A · B, we can get
l1

=

T
P2 ,l1 (P0 )

· (⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 )
+(

Similarly, we can repair
P0 [ {l1 } and have
l2

=

T
P1 ,l2 (P0 )

l2

⇤P0 ,L (l1 ) = ⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 ); and

⇧P0 ,L (l1 ) =

Moreover, since
we can get that

P0 ,L (l1 )

l2 .

= ⇤P0 ,L (l2 )

Combining (3) and (4), we can get
✓
◆T
P2 ,l1 (P0 )
1
·
·
l1 =
P0 ,L (l1 )
P2 ,l1 (l2 )
✓
⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 ) d 1 P0
( P1 ,l2 (P0 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ))T 1 (⇤P1 ,l2 (P0 )

⇧P0 ,L (l2 ) = (⇡P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )) = (
T

d 1

P0 )

P0 ,L (l2 )

when t = 2,
(9)

(11)

P2 ,l1 (P0 ) P1 ,l2 (l1 ))

T

,
(12)

= Id

k+1

(

T
P2 ,l1 (l2 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ) P1 ,l2 (l1 ) P1 ,l2 (l1 )) .

Supposing that A and B are square matrices, I
AB is
invertible if and only if I BA is invertible [22]. Therefore,
P0 ,L (l2 ) is invertible as long as if
P0 ,L (l1 ) is invertible.
In addition, from P0 ,L (l2 ) we know that
⇤P0 ,L (l1 ) = ⇤P2 ,l1 (P0 ).

(13)

newcomer 1
T
P2 ,1 (3)

(3)

3

T
P2 ,1 (4)

(4)

4

(

T
P1 ,2 (4)

,

T
P2 ,1 (3)

3
1
P0 ,L (1)

T
P2 ,1 (4)

3

4

·

✓

P2 ,1 (P0 )
P2 ,1 (2)

◆T

⇥

◆T

⇥

4

2

P0

T
P1 ,2 (P0 ) P2 ,1 (2)) ⇥

T
P1 ,2 (3)

(

1

T
P2 ,1 (P0 ) P1 ,2 (1)) ⇥

3
1
P0 ,L (2)

T
P1 ,2 (4)

⇤TP1 ,2 (P0 )

(5)

where
=
Id k+1
P0 ,L (l1 )
( P1 ,l2 (l1 ) P1 ,l2 (l1 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ))T
and
Id k+1
denotes a (d k + 1) ⇥ (d k + 1) identity matrix. Therefore,
as long as P0 ,L (l1 ) is invertible, we can have a procedure

P0

where

T
P1 ,2 (3)

◆

d 1

. (8)

⇤P0 ,L (l2 ) = ⇤P1 ,l2 (P0 ); and

P0 )
l1 .

P1 ,l2 (P0 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ))

Now we have got the linear coefficients to exactly repair
l1 . Similarly, we can get the coefficients to repair
l2 ,
✓
◆T
P1 ,l2 (P0 )
1
T
;
(10)
P0 ,L (l2 ) =
P0 ,L (l2 ) ·
P1 ,l2 (l1 )

⇤TP2 ,1 (P0 )

T
P1 ,l2 (l1 ) P1 ,l2 (l1 ))

=(

(7)

T

⇤P0 ,L (l2 ) = ⇤P1 ,l2 (P0 ).

exactly from providers in P1 =

d 1

(⇡PT0 ,L (l2 , l1 ))

P0 )

T
P2 ,l1 (l2 ) P2 ,l1 (l2 ))

· (⇤P1 ,l2 (P0 )
+(

d 1

with providers in P0 to repairs both l1 and l2 exactly. In
Appendix, we prove that for any instance of [n, k, d] exact
MSR codes where d k + 1, there exists a repair procedure
such that P0 ,L (l1 ) is invertible.
By comparing (5) with (2), we can get
✓
◆T
P2 ,l1 (P0 )
1
T
;
(6)
P0 ,L (l1 ) =
P0 ,L (l1 ) ·
P2 ,l1 (l2 )

·

✓

P1 ,2 (P0 )
P1 ,2 (1)

4

2

P0

2

newcomer 2

Fig. 3. The cooperative repair procedure of
exact [4, 2, 3] MSR codes shown in Fig. 1.
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It is interesting to see that (7) and (9) are equivalent to (13)
and (11), respectively. In other words, in the two derived repair
procedures the two newcomers l1 and l2 receive the same data
from each provider and receive one symbol from each other.
Therefore, we can combine them to have a cooperative repair
procedure that repairs both l1 and l2 exactly.
Given the instance of [4, 2, 3] exact MSR codes shown in
Fig. 1, we can directly get all coded blocks as i , i = 1, . . . , n,
of [4, 2, 2, 2] exact MSCR codes, and derive the cooperative
repair procedure of any two coded blocks. For example, to
repair 1 and 2 , i.e., L = {1, 2}, from providers in P0 =
{3, 4}, we can derive the corresponding repair procedure from
the repair procedures of 1 (with providers in P2 = P0 [ {2})
and 2 (with providers in P1 = P0 [ {1}), as shown in Fig. 3.
Notice that in Fig. 3,
⇤TP2 ,1 (P0 ) =
⇤TP1 ,2 (P0 ) =
(

T
P1 ,2 (P0 ) P2 ,1 (2))

✓

=(

✓
✓

1
1

1
1

2
1

1
2

◆
◆

0

=

T
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 ) · (⇤P0 ,L (l1 ) d 1 P0 )
+ PT0 ,L (l2 , l1 )⇡PT0 ,L (l2 , l1 ) · (⇤P0 ,L (l2 )

l1

⇤P0 ,L (l1 )
·(

d 1

P0

= rinv(

+
6

,

l2

=

✓
·

The equations above formally describe a cooperative repair
procedure that exactly corresponds to the repair procedure
shown in Fig. 2.
Thus, by (6)-(9), (10) and (12), we have already get the
repair procedure of [n, k, d 1, 2] exact MSCR codes from
an instance of [n, k, d] exact MSR codes, d k + 1. In other
0 ,L
0 ,L
words, we have found (⇤P
, ⇧P
, lPi0 ,L ) that makes (2)
li
li
hold when i equals 1 and 2, respectively.
VI. C ONSTRUCTING MSR CODES FROM MSCR CODES
In this section, we discuss the other side of the connection
between exact MSR codes and exact MSCR codes. Suppose
that we have a linear scalar instance of [n, k, d 1, t = 2]
exact MSCR codes where d k + 1, and then we show that
we can instantly have an instance of [n, k, d] exact MSR codes
and corresponding repair procedures.
In a linear scalar instance of [n, k, d 1, t = 2] exact
MSCR codes, any two nodes in L = {l1 , l2 } can be repaired
exactly from providers in P0 = {p1 , . . . , pd 1 }, 1  l1  n,
1  l2  n, l1 6= l2 , P0 ⇢ {1, . . . , n} \ {l1 , l2 }. Since
✓
◆T
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 )
t = 2, we can rewrite PT0 ,L (l1 ) as
, where
P0 ,L (l2 , l1 )
1 rows
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 ) and P0 ,L (l2 , l1 ) denotes the first d
and the last row in P0 ,L (l1 ) that correspond to the symbols
received from providers and the other newcomer, respectively.

P0 )).

d 1

(14)

we have

T
P0 ,L (P0 , l2 ) · (⇤P0 ,L (l2 ) d 1 P0 )
T
T
P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )⇡P0 ,L (l1 , l2 ) · (⇤P0 ,L (l1 ) d 1

Replace ⇤P0 ,L (l1 )
a repair procedure of

2 4
P2 ,1 (P0 )
1
@
4 2 A , and
(1)
·
=
P0 ,L
P2 ,1 (2)
6 6
0
1
✓
◆T
4 2
P1 ,2 (P0 )
1
= @ 2 4 A.
P0 ,L (2) ·
P1 ,2 (1)
7 7

l2

· (⇤P0 ,L (l2 )

=

l2

,

T
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 ))

T
T
P0 ,L (l2 , l1 )⇡P0 ,L (l2 , l1 )

l1

Similarly, to repair

= 6
1

P0 ).

d 1

When k = 1, MSR and MSCR codes will become equivalent to replications. Thus, we can suppose that k
2
for all instances of MSR codes and MSCR codes. Since
T
k + 1) ⇥ (d 1) matrix and has a
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 ) is a (d
rank of d k + 1, it has a right inverse rinv( PT0 ,L (P0 , l1 )),
such that PT0 ,L (P0 , l1 ) · rinv( PT0 ,L (P0 , l1 )) = Id k+1 . Thus,
we have

,

T
P2 ,1 (P0 ) P1 ,2 (1))

◆T

By (2) we know that

d 1
l2

P1 ,l2

P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )

✓

P0 ).

(15)

P0 in (15) with (14), we can get
from providers in P1 = P0 [ {l1 }:

◆T

⇤P0 ,L (l2 ) d 1 P0
⇡PT0 ,L (l1 , l2 )rinv( PT0 ,L (P0 , l1 )) ·

l1

◆

, (16)

T
T
where TP1 ,l2 = PT0 ,L (P0 , l2 )
P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )⇡P0 ,L (l1 , l2 ) ·
T
T
T
rinv( P0 ,L (P0 , l1 )) P0 ,L (l2 , l1 )⇡P0 ,L (l2 , l1 ).
Comparing (16) with (1), we can get the exact repair
procedure of l2 with providers in P1 , where
✓
◆T
P1 ,l2
=
; and
(17)
P1 ,l2
P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )
✓
◆
⇤P0 ,L (l2 )
⇤P1 ,l2 =
.
(18)
⇡PT0 ,L (l1 , l2 )rinv( PT0 ,L (P0 , l1 ))

Consider the instance of [4, 2, 2, 2] exact MSCR codes
which is shown in Fig. 2 and is also derived in Sec. VI, we can
apply (17) and (18) to repair any single failure. For example,
to repair 2 , i.e., l2 = 2, Fig. 4 illustrates the derived repair
procedure where
✓
◆
2 1
⇤P0 ,L (l2 ) =
,
1 2
⇡PT0 ,L (l1 , l2 )rinv(
✓

T
P0 ,L (P0 , l1 ))

P1 ,l2

P0 ,L (l1 , l2 )

◆

0

=

4
=@ 2
7

1

1
1

2
4 A.
7

, and

The repair procedure described above corresponds to the repair
procedure shown in Fig. 1(b).
Therefore, 8 l1 6= l2 , we can derive the repair procedure
of l2 from the cooperative repair procedure of l1 and
l2 . In this way, we can repair any single failure exactly in
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newcomer
T
P0 ,L (3, 2)

·

3

T
P0 ,L (4, 2)

·

4

⇤P0 ,L (2)

2

P0

✓

P1 ,2

P0 ,L (1, 2)

◆T

⇥

1

⇡PT0 ,L (1, 2)rinv(

Fig. 4. The repair procedure of
MSCR codes in Fig. 2.

2,

T
P0 ,L (P0 , 1))

·

1

derived from the instance of [4, 2, 2, 2]

[n, k, d, t = 2] MSCR codes. In other words, from an instance
of [n, k, d, t = 2] MSCR codes we can get an instance of
[n, k, d + 1] exact MSR codes directly and derive the repair
procedure of any i , i = 1, . . . , n.
VII. D ISCUSSIONS
We have established the connection between exact MSR
codes and exact MSCR codes in Sec. V and Sec. VI. In this
section, we discuss some interesting properties of MSCR codes
derived from this connection.
A. Construction of [n, k, d, t = 2] MSCR codes
In this paper, we show that given an instance of [n, k, d]
exact MSR codes (d k + 1), we can instantly construct an
instance of [n, k, d 1, t = 2] exact MSCR codes. This means
that we have broadly expanded the parameters of exact MSCR
codes that have explicit constructions. To our best knowledge,
there exists a construction of exact MSR codes as long as
d 2k 2 [12]. Therefore, if n d + 1 and d k, we can
get [n, k, d, t = 2] exact MSCR codes as long as d 2k 3.
On the other hand, we also show that given a scalar
construction of linear exact MSCR codes, we can derive a
construction of exact MSCR codes. Since we know that there
exists no scalar construction of [n, k, d] linear exact MSR
codes when d < 2k 3 and k > 3 [17], it is impossible
to have scalar construction of [n, k, d, t = 2] exact MSCR
codes when d < 2k 4 and k > 3.
To summarize, we discuss the construction of [n, k, d, t = 2]
exact MSCR codes for all possible values of [n, k]. We show
the existence or the non-existence of linear scalar constructions
of all possible values of d, except the only open case of d =
2k 3, where k > 3.
B. Flexible repair of MSCR codes
Based on the connection between exact MSR codes and
exact MSCR codes, when d k + 1, the set of linear scalar
instances of [n, k, d] exact MSR codes and [n, k, d 1, t = 2]
exact MSCR codes are equivalent. In other words, given

a linear scalar instance of exact MSR codes, there is the
same instance of exact MSCR codes with the corresponding
parameters, and vice versa. When d = k, on the other hand,
there exists no instance of [n, k, d 1, t = 2] MSCR codes,
since there must be at least k providers during repair.
In fact, the equivalence between exact MSR codes and exact
MSCR codes makes it possible to construct exact MSCR codes
directly from linear scalar MSR codes, by repairing any two
failures cooperatively. In this sense, we can achieve a much
more flexible repair procedure than the repair procedure of
all constructions of regenerating codes proposed previously.
Conventionally, once an instance of MSR codes or MSCR
codes has been constructed, it is supposed to repair a fixed
number of t newcomers (t = 1 for MSR codes). In this paper,
we show that we can repair not only one failure, but two
failures in exact MSR codes as well. In other words, due to
the equivalence between MSR codes and MSCR codes, we
can also repair any single failure in MSR codes. This property
makes it possible to achieve a flexible repair procedure with
either one or two newcomers in distributed storage systems.
C. Inheriting advantages of MSR codes
Because the MSCR codes constructed in this paper are
derived from MSR codes, we can directly inherit advantages
of the corresponding instance of MSR codes. The most
straightforward and important advantage inherited from MSR
codes is that the derived instance of MSCR codes can be
systematic, i.e., the original data are embedded into coded
blocks. Systematic MSCR codes can help to significantly
reduce the access latency and the exact repair makes the
repaired data remain systematic after any rounds of repair
procedures.
Some particular constructions of MSR codes can have extra
advantages. For example, Han et al. [23] have presented a construction of MSR codes with the optimal update complexity.
Since we can build cooperative repair procedures from this
instance of MSR codes, the derived MSCR codes can also
enjoy this advantage of efficient updating.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a connection between exact MSR
codes and exact MSCR codes, such that we can build exact
MSCR codes directly from any instance of linear scalar exact
MSR codes. From this connection, we know that when d k+
1, the set of instances of linear scalar [n, k, d 1, t = 2] exact
MSCR codes and linear scalar [n, k, d] exact MSR codes are
equivalent. In other words, we propose an explicit construction
of [n, k, d, t = 2] MSCR codes for d
2k 3 and show
that there exists no explicit construction when d < 2k 4
and k > 3. Since the constructed MSCR codes are directly
derived from corresponding MSR codes, we can achieve a
flexible repair procedure that repairs any one or two failures
in MSR codes as well.
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